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Abstract
The goals of this project are to design a low cost powered remote control combat airplane
capable of outdoor flight, named the Aero EX and to develop a manufacturing plan to produce
each unit at a selling price of $200, while operating at a 25 vehicle batch rate inside a 1,000
square foot facility. These goals are achieved using:
Aerospace fundamentals to design the vehicle
Design for Manufacturability to optimize the design for minimal use of labor
Design for Assembly to give consumers the ability to build the vehicle without fixtures
Pull production to eliminate scheduling and match customer demand
Few remote control airplanes currently available for purchase satisfy the combat market for
outdoor powered flight. This project is unique because currently no remote control airplanes
currently available for purchase can withstand the punishment of air to air combat in outdoor
conditions at a price of $200.
The possibility of achieving the goal of this project is supported by the production of a flying
prototype and an economic analysis of the total cost of production to determine the average
number of vehicles sold per week to sell the Aero EX for $200. This project does not include
aerodynamic optimization of the airframe design or the actual implementation and verification of
the production plan.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The goals of this project are to design a low cost powered remote control combat airplane
capable of outdoor flight, named the Aero EX and to develop a manufacturing plan to produce
each unit at a selling price of $200, while operating at a 25 vehicle batch rate inside a 1,000
square foot facility. These goals are achieved using:
Aerospace fundamentals to design the vehicle
Design for Manufacturability to optimize the design for minimal use of labor
Design for Assembly to give consumers the ability to build the vehicle without fixtures
Pull production to eliminate scheduling and match customer demand
Few remote control airplanes currently available for purchase satisfy the combat market for
outdoor powered flight. This project is unique because currently no remote control airplanes
currently available for purchase can withstand the punishment of air to air combat in outdoor
conditions at a price of $200.
The possibility of achieving the goal of this project is supported by the production of a flying
prototype and an economic analysis of the total cost of production to determine the average
number of vehicles sold per week to sell the Aero EX for $200. This project does not include
aerodynamic optimization of the airframe design or the actual implementation and verification of
the production plan.
Combat Airplanes
Flying combat remote control (RC) airplanes is a hobby suited for almost all age groups
involving a group of two or more RC pilots, each with an RC combat airplane, as shown in
Figure 1. The ultimate goal is to crash into the opponent’s airplane, knocking their airplane out
of the sky. RC combat planes are extremely durable and can withstand severe impacts; if the
plane does happen to break, several pieces of tape often gets the plane ready for flight again. In
addition to the combat function, the incredible durability of combat airplanes makes them
attractive to beginner pilots.
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Figure 1: A group flying combat airplanes [1]
Powered Flight vs. Slope Soaring
Combat planes are currently available in two forms of flying: high cost powered flight and low
cost slope soaring. Slope soaring involves a glider airplane and large hill or slope that faces the
wind, as shown in Figure 2. As the wind blows over the hill, a constant source of lift allows the
glider to stay aloft for long periods of time. Powered flight does not require the wind provided
by a slope because the motor/propeller combination pushes or pulls the plane through the air.

Figure 2: How hills and slopes provide lift [2]
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Hills well suited for slope soaring are difficult to find, which affects slope soaring as a possibility
to many potential consumers.

Conversely, powered flight allows pilots to fly practically

anywhere, making it an attractive option to all pilots. Currently, the major drawback to powered
flight is the price. A powered combat plane can cost consumers $500 or more for a total
package. Slope soaring can cost consumers between $100 and $150 since fewer electronic
components are required for flight [3]. This project is designed to bridge the gap between the
two price ranges of slope soaring and powered flight, while providing the more versatile
capability of powered flight.
Every airplane operating with powered flight requires similar components.

The common

components required for powered flight are listed in Table 1; for comparison, components
required for slope soaring has also been included.
Table 1: Required components for Powered Flight and Slope Soaring
Powered Flight
Component

Slope Soaring
Qty

Component

Qty

Airframe

1

Airframe

1

Large Battery

1

Small Battery

1

Servo

2

Servo

2

3 channel Receiver

1

2 channel Receiver

1

3 channel Transmitter

1

2 channel Transmitter

1

Motor
Speed Controller

1
1

Battery Charger

1
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
The airplanes presented in this section outline some RC combat airplanes currently available for
sale, along with the associated price for purchasing all required components.
Electric Zagi: One of the most popular combat airplane manufacturers in both powered flight
and slope soaring is Trick R/C, makers of the Zagi. The Electric Zagi is the powered flight
version of the Zagi flying wing design and is shown in Figure 3. The associated costs to the
Electric Zagi are shown in Table 2. From personal experience, both the slope soaring and
powered Zagis fly great, and helped inspire the third design iteration of the Aero EX.
Unfortunately, powered Zagis are very expensive. For example, the Electric Zagi has a total
price tag of $568 [4].

Figure 3: Electric Zagi [4]
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Table 2: Costs associated with an Electric Zagi [4]
Electric Zagi
Airframe

$102

Motor

$78

Speed Controller

$40

Battery

$18

Two Servos

$46

Receiver

$90

Transmitter

$129

Battery Charger

$65

Total

$568

The Windrider Bee: The Windrider Bee, shown in Figure 4, is a foam injection molded combat
plane with a flying wing design [5]. The Windrider Bee airframe is very similar in design to that
of the Electric Zagi, and can be purchased online for $135 from Hobby Parts, but this price only
includes the airframe [6]. Assuming the same components used to operate the Electric Zagi are
purchased, the Windrider Bee costs the consumer more than $600, as seen in Table 3
.
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Figure 4: Windrider Bee [7]
Table 3: Cost associated with Windrider Bee [7]
Windrider Bee

EasyStar:

Airframe

$135

Motor

$78

Speed Controller

$40

Battery

$18

Two Servos

$46

Receiver

$90

Transmitter

$129

Battery Charger

$65

Total

$602

The EasyStar, shown in Figure 5, is a conventional design airplane made for

beginners, but can also be used as a combat plane since its elapor material construction is similar
to the durable expanded polypropylene from which combat planes are typically made [8]. The
EasyStar is made specifically for beginners and has a low degree of agility. Agility is essential
to combat flying. On a good note, the EasyStar is more affordable than the typical combat
planes previously mentioned. Table 4 displays the associated cost of the EasyStar.
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Figure 5: The EasyStar [8]
Table 4: Associated costs with the EasyStar [8]
EasyStar
Airframe
Motor

$66
Included w/ Transmitter

Speed Controller

$75

Battery

$28

Two Servos

$40

Receiver
Transmitter

Included w/ Airframe
Included w/ Transmitter

Battery Charger

$65

Total

$274

Air Hogs Aero Ace: the Aero Ace made by Air Hogs, seen in Figure 6, is the best flying Air
Hogs airplane from personal experience. Air Hogs airplanes are very attractive to customers
because they are simple and fun to fly, highly durable, and everything is included for cost $59.99
[9]. All the consumer is required to purchase is the batteries for the transmitter. The drawback
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to the Aero Ace, and any other Air Hogs currently available is that they are designed for indoor
flight only. Every Air Hog is so small and lightweight that a breeze may take it somewhere to
never be seen again.

Figure 6: Air Hogs Aero Ace [9]
Table 5: Cost associated with Air Hogs Aero Ace [9]
Air Hogs Aero Ace
Airframe

$60

Motor

Included w/ Airframe

Speed Controller

Included w/ Airframe

Battery

Included w/ Airframe

Two Servos

Included w/ Airframe

Receiver

Included w/ Airframe

Transmitter

Included w/ Airframe

Battery Charger

Included w/ Airframe

Total

$60

In conclusion of the product research, the all inclusive yet affordable Aero Ace is an ultimate
goal of the Aero EX product design. Furthermore, the success achieved by the creators of the
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Zagi and the EasyStar validate the design of both flying wing and conventional airframe options.
The two airframe types provide evolutionary paths for the Aero EX design.
My Project is Different Because…
The resulting aero design of the Aero EX may not significantly differ from currently available
designs; but a manufacturing plan that offers consumers a powered flight combat airplane for
$200, currently does not exist. Currently, the best options available to consumers are:
The small class, similar to the Aero Ace, costs $60 for everything needed for flight, but gets
tossed around by the slightest breeze
The class intended for combat, similar to the Electric Zagi, costs consumers nearly $600 for
the vehicle and required accessories
The class of durable slow flying park fliers, like the EasyStar, is available for almost the right
price, but is configured to fly slow and straight for beginners
The design of the Aero EX combines all of the positive attributes of the currently available
options to provide a unique solution to a portion of the market that will be difficult for many
consumers to resist: the destruction derby in the sky, the combat airplane.
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Chapter 3: Design
The design of the Aero EX consists of the vehicle design and design of the manufacturing plan.
The vehicle design, including the electronic components, airframe structure, and vehicle
assembly were drafted using SolidWorks 2009. The CAD models include accurate weight and
size of every component.

The use of computer aided drafting allowed for partial design

validation, and eliminated the need to construct a prototype for each of the three vehicle
iterations to determine flight worthiness. The workflow process shown in Figure 7 was used
while designing three iterations of the airframe before moving the final design to prototype.
Details of the manufacturing plan are described following the vehicle design.

NO
Component

Vehicle Design

Selection

Design Evaluation
YES

Wing Design

Manufacturing Plan

Fuselage/
Empennage Design
Legend
Main Component
Control Surfaces

Sub Component

Figure 7: Workflow Diagram of the Aero Ex Vehicle Design
The design of the Aero EX takes into account the necessary manufacturing and assembly
processes in order to satisfy the low cost and customer home assembly requirements stated in the
project definition. Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DFM/A) is an approach to product
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development that emphasizes manufacturing and assembly as part of the product design.
DFM/A includes principles and guidelines for designers to follow, shown in Table 6. Each
DFM/A guideline and principal shown in Table 6 was taken in to account during the design of
the Aero EX.
Table 6: DFM/A Guidelines [10]
Guidelines for Design for Manufacturing and Assembly
1.

Minimize number of components

2.

Use standard commercially available components when possible

3.

Use common parts across product lines

4.

Design for ease of part fabrication

5.

Design parts with tolerances that are within process capability

6.

Design the product to be foolproof during assembly

7.

Minimize flexible components

8.

Design for ease of assembly

9.

Use modular design

10. Shape parts and products for ease of packaging
11. Eliminate or reduce adjustment required
2.1

Electronic Component Selection

The required electronic components, detailed in Table 1, were selected from a commercial
supplier. Components were selected following the flow diagram in Figure 8.
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Estimate
weight of
vehicle

Select motor for
desired
thrust/weight ratio

Select battery w/
sufficient capacity
and discharge rate

Select capable
battery charger

Select electronic
speed controller for
motor current range

Determine # of
servos needed

Select receiver to
operate servos and
speed controller

Select transmitter to
operate servos and
speed controller

Legend
Main Component
Sub Component
Figure 8: Component Selection Process
The initial weight for the Aero Ex was estimated to be 2.0 pounds, the same weight as both the
Zagi and EasyStar. The size of the electric motor was determined using a 90% to 100% thrust to
weight ratio, or 1.8 to 2.0 pounds of thrust. The motor selection leads to the corresponding
electronic speed controller and battery discharge rate. Once a battery has been chosen with a
moderate capacity--balancing weight and runtime considerations, the type of battery charger can
be determined. Finally, since the Aero EX requires two servos, the receiver and transmitter type
are selected. Following these specifications, a price comparison was conducted between five
suppliers to determine the lowest cost for each of the required components and compiled in
Table 7.
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Table 7: Price Comparison among online and local hobby stores
Supplier
Component
Hobby King

Tower
Hobbies

Hobby
Lobby

Horizon
Hobby

Hobby
People

w/Transmitte
r

$35

$50

$35

$40

Transmitter

$30

$50

$60

$43

$100

Servo Mixer

$3

$15

NA

$15

NA

Battery

$10

$41

$35

$20

$27

Spd. Controller

w/Motor

w/Receiver

$40

w/Motor

$48

Electric Motor

$15

$50

$32

$37

$38

2 Servos

$12

$24

$20

$24

$30

Batt. Charger

$6

$35

$34

$27

$32

Total

$76

$250

$271

$201

$315

Receiver

The lowest cost supplier is Hobby King, an online distributor located in China. All shipments
are airmailed from China with a 3-5 day lead time, adding a shipping cost to the United States
for approximately $30 per unit. Now that the components and supplier have been chosen, the
vehicle design can begin.
2.2

Vehicle Design I

A goal of this project is to design the Aero EX to fly using fundamental equations and widely
known attributes of airplanes. The intention is not to optimize any of its features that would
require significant knowledge in aerospace engineering. The design process continues the flow
diagram in Figure 7 with the wing design.
2.2.1 Wing Design
The vehicle design of the Aero EX begins with the wing design; the wing design begins with the
fundamental equation of lift [11], shown in Equation 1. Some parameters in Equation 1 specific
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to the Aero EX have been previously established, others are determined in the following
paragraphs.
(1)
In this equation, L is Lift, or the amount of upward force exerted on the wing, and was assigned
the same estimated value of 2.0 pounds from the component selection process. Air density,
represented by , varies with temperature and altitude; the Aero EX is designed using a density
of air at sea level and 590 F, or 0.076474 lbm/ft3. V and S represent velocity and wing planform
area, respectively.

is the three dimensional coefficient of lift.

The three dimensional coefficient of lift, CL, is determined using the two dimensional coefficient
of lift, Cl, and a three dimensional efficiency factor. Therefore, it is necessary to determine the
Cl of the Aero EX. The Cl is determined through wind tunnel testing and/or aerodynamic
analysis of an airfoil. Therefore, it is necessary to first select an airfoil. A Cal Poly Aerospace
Engineering student, Ryan Malherbe, suggested the Martin Hepperle airfoils [12].

Martin

Hepperle airfoils were designed specifically for remote control airplanes, and each airfoil comes
with unitized two dimensional coordinates and an aerodynamic analysis. Each analysis includes
a printout of a polar diagram.

These polar diagrams can be used to determine the two

dimensional coefficient of lift at varying angles of attack.
From the Martin Hepperle airfoils, the MH-32 was selected for its high camber and maximum
thickness. An airfoil with high camber generally has more lift, and the same is true for the
maximum thickness. According to Equation 1, the more lift the wing has, the slower the plane
can fly. The polar diagram for the MH-32, shown in Figure 9, was used to determine the two
dimensional coefficient of lift.
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Figure 9: Martin Hepperle MH-32 two dimensional airfoil analysis [13]
The relevant portion of this complicated looking polar diagram is the C shaped set of plots,
which is the plot for Cl. Each set of points in this C shaped plot corresponds to a particular
Reynolds’ number. To determine the proper Cl, the Reynolds’ number must first be established,
shown in Equation 2. The Reynolds’ number is a ratio of the inertial force to the viscous force,
or the ratio of the normal force due to aerodynamic pressure over the resistance to aerodynamic
flow over the wing [14].
(2)
In Equation 2, Re stands for Reynolds’ number. The variable

is air density, and is the same

variable defined previously to populate Equation 1. L is the chord length, or the linear distance
from the leading edge the trailing edge of the wing at a common cross section, and is estimated
to be 15 inches based off the Electric Zagi. The variable µ represents the dynamic viscosity of
the fluid, which is air in this case. The dynamic viscosity of air at 600 F is: 3.75 x 10-7

.

Finally, estimating the velocity to be 17 mph, a reasonable stall speed, the Reynolds’ number is
determined to be 2.4 x 105.
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Using this value for the Reynolds’ number, a corresponding set of data points (+) can now be
used to determine Cl from Figure 9. The maximum point for Cl is the maximum lift the airfoil
can provide, which occurs just before the wing rotates to stall. The polar diagram in Figure 9
informs us that Cl(max) is approximately 1.2. To translate two dimensional Cl lift into three
dimensional lift CL, a factor of.65 is used to account for loss due to side slip, wing tip drag, and
other inefficiencies unique to three dimensional aerodynamics [15]. Therefore, the resulting
three dimensional coefficient of lift to be used in Equation 1: CL = 0.78.
The final variable in Equation 1 to be determined before the stall speed is established is the wing
span, S. Wing span can be directly correlated to a flight characteristic called wing loading, the
value of which is determined by using Equation 3. Wing loading can make the difference
between an airplane tossed around in a breeze and one that is difficult to maneuver with
conventional controls. The wing loading of the Aero EX was based off the wing loading of the
EasyStar.
(3)
Again, it was estimated that the plane would weigh 2.0 pounds. The wing loading of an EasyStar
is 9.4 oz/ft2 [8]. Solving Equation 4 for Planform Area of Wing, S becomes 3.4 ft2. The lift
equation can now be used to determine how slow the Aero EX can theoretically fly before
stalling. Solving the lift equation for V yields Equation 4:

(4)
Using equation 4, V = 17 mph, which matches the velocity used to determine the Reynolds’
number of the wing. Assuming stall speeds between 15 and 20 miles per hour should allow
pilots room to fly combat maneuvers inside most parks, the wing design parameters are
sufficient. The wing span is now the only undefined element of the wing shape, and can be
determined using Equation 5. Solving Equation 5 for wing span, the span of the Design I of the
Aero EX is 33 inches.
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(5)
2.2.2 Fuselage and Empennage Design
The next step in the airframe design is the fuselage design. The fuselage of the Aero EX, design
I, shown in Figure 10, houses the battery, receiver, and electronic speed controller.

The

components are located as far forward in the fuselage as possible to counter the weight of the
tail.
The empennage, or tail section, provides stability and control to the airframe. The tail design
includes two booms, two vertical stabilizers, a horizontal stabilizer, and the elevator in what is
called an H Tail configuration. An H Tail looks like the letter H, with the elevator in the middle
and the two verticals on the sides.
The twin booms and an H tail can be considered aesthetically pleasing, but also perform a
function. Since the motor is located behind the wing to protect it during combat, the fuselage tail
must avoid the propeller. The twin booms link the tail with the wing and main fuselage while
avoiding the propeller. The H Tail accepts the twin booms and provides a boundary that helps
prevent the propeller from striking the ground during landing. The twin boom, H tail, and
propeller protection are all illustrated in the multi-view drawing of the Aero EX, Design I, in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Isometric View of Aero EX, Design I
2.2.3 Control Surfaces
Control surfaces provide the airframe the ability to control its direction in yaw, pitch, and roll.
To optimally size the control surfaces requires aerodynamic analysis that is outside the scope of
this project. Thankfully, a crude estimation is all that is needed to make the control surfaces
perform their task, albeit, not optimally. Aileron and elevator tail stock, available at the local
hobby store is selected to be the control surfaces.
Two servos operate the control surfaces of the Aero EX. The first servo operates the ailerons,
which control the roll (left/right) about the length of the aircraft. The second servo operates the
elevator, which controls the pitch (up/down) about the width of the aircraft.
2.2.4 Evaluation of Design I
A fundamental portion of the design which was overlooked during the original configuration of
the Aero EX vehicle design was the position of the center of gravity in relation to the
aerodynamic center. The aerodynamic center, in short, should exist at what is called the quarter
chord, or 25% of the chord length from the leading edge. The aerodynamic center, or center of
lift, is the centroid of the aerodynamic lifting effect. If the center of gravity is too far forward of
the aerodynamic center, the plane will front flip through in the air, instead of flying. When the
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center of gravity is too far behind the aerodynamic center, the vehicle will back flip through the
air instead of flying.
With the configuration of Design I, the weight of the components cannot counterbalance the
weight of the tail and motor at the quarter chord position. As a result, a redesign of the vehicle
configuration must be performed. Shifting the motor and tail forward could prove effective in
countering the problem that resulted from evaluation of the Aero EX, Design I. Shifting the tail
and motor forward in an attempt correct the discrepancy between the center of gravity and
aerodynamic center is illustrated in Figure 11, and is designated Aero EX, Design 1.1.

Figure 11: Isometric view of Aero EX, Design 1.1
The resulting forward shift of the empennage and motor allowed proper location of the center of
gravity just forward of the aerodynamic center; however, moving the motor forward eliminated
the possibility of controlling both ailerons with one servo.
Another concern with the Aero EX, Design 1.1: it is not aesthetically pleasing. Because of the
problems encountered by the conventional aircraft design, the more popular combat
configuration, the flying wing, was explored.
2.3

Vehicle Design II

The third and final design iteration of the Aero EX is a flying wing. The flying wing is a popular
design for combat airplanes, which gives customers a sense of perceived quality, that it will
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stand up to the conventional combat wing durability simply because it looks like other combat
vehicles [16]. The basis of perceived quality was the opposite to the thinking that led to the
original selection of a conventional airframe design. I wanted to design a combat airplane that
looked different than the rest. The practicality of the flying wing, however, led to a revisit to the
popular combat configuration.
An additional advantage to the flying wing model, is fewer parts, which coincides with the
D/FMA guidelines in Table 6. The fuselage and wing are one in the same, and no need for an
empennage because the ailerons and elevator are coupled to make elevons that controls both roll
and pitch. The design of the flying wing configuration of the Aero EX, begins of course, with
the wing design.
2.3.1 Wing Design
Airfoils for flying wings are different than those of conventional airplanes, because they require
reflex. Reflex in a wing counters the pitching moment, which is typically countered by a
conventional tail [17]. The Martin Hepperle website used for the first design contained three
varieties of flying wing airfoils. Consistent with the selection process from the first design, the
airfoil selected has the most camber and thickness amongst the four airfoil designs, the MH-61,
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12: MH-61 Airfoil to be used as Aero EX wing cross section
The flying wing version of the Aero EX uses all of the same parameters as the first design to
satisfy the lift equation, except for the three dimensional CL. To determine the three dimensional
CL, first the two dimensional Cl had to be determined from the polar diagram for the MH-61
airfoil, shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 13: MH-61 Airfoil aerodynamic analysis [18]
Using the same Reynolds’ number plot of the 2 x 105 variety, the two dimensional lift coefficient
is approximately 1.0.

Using the same factor of .65 from Design I to translate the two

dimensional lift to three dimensional lift, the CL becomes .65.
With a root chord of 15 inches and a tip chord of 10 inches, and a wingspan of 44 inches, the
planform area is 3.8 ft2. Using Equation 1, Vstall = 18 mph. These design parameters are
sufficient and can now proceed to the next stage of design: accommodations for the flying wing
configuration.
Wing sweep is necessary for flying wings because of two reasons: Number one, sweeping the
wings shifts the aerodynamic center, as seen in Figure 14. Shifting the aerodynamic center is
necessary if the electronic components are to be concealed inside the airframe. Number two,
sweeping the wing adds to yaw stability, which is necessary since the flying wing will not have a
conventional tail.
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Yaw stability is provided by sweep due to the balancing act when the plane yaws to one direction
exposing the leading wing to the free stream, drag is increased on that wing; the lagging wing
has a decreased exposure to the free stream, which decreases the drag on the wing. This
difference in forces causes the plane to yaw back towards center, providing aerodynamic stability
in yaw [19]. A sweep of 30 degrees was given to the Aero EX wing, based upon a range of other
flying wing designs, mentioned in Chapter 1.

Figure 14: Illustration of shift in center of gravity due to wing sweep [20]
Taper is a ratio between the tip chord length and root chord length, and is represented by
Equation 6. Taper in an airplane wing provides several benefits, and several disadvantages. The
main benefit is a decrease in induced drag at the wing tip. The main disadvantage of wing taper
is the tip of the wing stalls before the rest of the wing, causing the plane to roll and spiral out of
control when the aircraft reaches stall speed. In terms of taper in the wing, the goal in the wing
design is to find the optimal taper ratio that minimizes induced drag at the wing tip without
creating severe control issues at lower speeds. Twist can be coupled with the wing taper to help
the wing design achieve the smaller wing tips needed for minimizing induced drag [21]. A taper
ratio of 0.67 was chosen for the Aero EX, based off similar flying wing configurations.
(6)
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Tapering the wing at 0.67, shown in Figure 15, can translate the center of gravity farther back
than a simple wing sweep, shown in Figure 14. This further increases the effective volume
allowable for placement of electronic components.

Figure 15: Planform view of the Aero EX flying wing including theoretical CG location [20]
Twist is another geometric characteristic of an airplane wing, and is defined by the degree of
rotation of the wing tip chord in relation to the wing root chord [22]. Twist is a design fix for the
tip stall phenomena that occurs with tapered and/or swept wings. When a flying plane slows, its
angle of attack must increase to maintain flight; in other words, angle of attack and stall speed
are inversely proportional. Without wing twist, this increase in the angle of attack causes the
smaller wing tip (due to the taper in the wing) to stall. Twist rotates the wing tip back toward a
more level flight so tip stall does not occur before the rest of the wing [23]. Two degrees of twist
has been implemented in the flying wing design based off input from several Aerodynamic
Engineers at AeroMech Engineering.
2.3.2 Fuselage, Empennage and Control Surface Design
Since there is no fuselage or empennage, the only tasks remaining for this portion of the design is
locate the electronic components on the airframe, and placement of the winglets. There are
seven electronic components in the Aero EX, as shown in Table 8.
.
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Table 8: Aero EX Electronic Components
Item No.

Part Description

Qty

1

Remote Receiver

1

2

Motor

1

3

Servo

2

4

Speed Controller

1

5

Receiver

1

6

Battery

1

The components must all be placed so the center of gravity is on or just in front of the
aerodynamic center. According to the center of lift calculator, the pictorial output of which is
shown in Figure 15, the center of gravity should be 10.08 inches from the nose of the airplane.
This estimated position of the center of gravity includes a 5% chord length shift forward from the
aerodynamic center. After placing the electronic components, as shown in Figure 16, the center
of gravity is determined using the center of mass tool in SolidWorks, the results of which are
shown in Table 9.

Figure 16: Aero EX, Design II - Component Location
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Table 9: Center of mass of the Aero EX after component placement
Location

Magnitude
[inches]

Left to Right

-0.0

Forward to Aft

-10.1

Bottom to Top

0.5

There is no conventional empennage on a flying wing, however winglets may be placed at the
end of the wings to supplement the wing sweep for yaw control since yaw is the only axis that
cannot be directly controlled by the elevons.
Similar to the Design I, the elevons were not optimized using aerodynamic control theory or
wind tunnel testing. Instead, stock trailing edge material was purchased from the local hobby
store and integrated in to the design of the flying wing.
2.3.3 Evaluation of Design II
The resultant design of the flying wing configuration of the Aero EX can be seen in
Figure 17. The result is a design that looks similar to many products currently available with a
$600 price tag. Selling the proposed design for one third of the competitors price should prove
attractive to potential consumers.
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Figure 17: Isometric view of Aero EX, Design II
The vehicle design shown in Figure 17 reigns in under the 2.0 lbs assumption at 1.71 lbs. The
center of gravity is located just forward of the aerodynamic center. The airframe is made of 15
components. Due to symmetry, only 13 of those components are unique. The simple design
should will be easy to manufacture and assemble. A prototype fabrication of Design II of the
Aero EX has been built to verify the aerodynamic design, the details of which are provided in the
chapter titled Results of this report.
2.3.4 Airframe Design Conclusion
The problem with the first design, a conventional tail airframe, was the center of gravity was too
far back of the aerodynamic center which would have caused the plane to tumble in a back flip
motion instead of fly. The second design continued from the first design and sought to fix the
tail heavy problem by moving the empennage and motor as far forward as possible.
The second design fixed the problem with the center of gravity but created a new one when
moving the motor forward into the wing severed the linkage between the two ailerons and
required an additional servo. The second configuration was also not aesthetically pleasing.
These considerations pushed the
The third and final design, a flying wing, eliminates the need for a fuselage and tail booms—
making the plane lighter and lowering the cost to manufacture due to fewer parts. Although the
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third design is similar in appearance to nearly all other combat planes, its shape will be
recognizable to potential customers already familiar with the combat market, which likely will
prove beneficial. The final design of the Aero EX moved to a flying prototype to verify the
aerodynamic design. The manufacturing plan details production of the Design II of the Aero
EX, here on referred to simply as the Aero EX.
2.4

Manufacturing Plan

The manufacturing plan for the Aero EX will focus on the third design iteration of the Aero EX,
the flying wing configuration. The manufacturing planning process follows the flowchart shown
in Figure 18.

The manufacturing planning process begins with defining manufacturing

requirements and ends with a manufacturing plan evaluation.

Define
Manufacturing
Requirements

Bill of Materials
and
Make vs. Buy

Economic
Analysis

Manufacturing
Elements
Selection

Production
Overview

Material Selection

Setup Configurations

Process Selection

Operations Summary

Equipment Selection

Kanban System

Raw Stock Size Selection

Facility Layout

Manufacturing
Plan
Evaluation

Legend
Main Component
Sub Component

Figure 18: Manufacturing Planning Process
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2.4.1 Manufacturing Requirements
In order to proceed with the manufacturing plan, some high level design requirements needed to
be established. The design requirements listed in Table 10 have been defined by the intention of
this project, and not through market research, available funding, or a request for proposal.
Table 10: Manufacturing Requirements
Rqm’t
#

Description

10

All production events shall be carried out by one full time employee

20

Employee shall be compensated at a rate of $50,000 per year

30

The Aero EX shall be sold to each customer as a kit

40

Planning and scheduling shall include the capacity to produce and ship 125 Aero EX
kits per week

50

Planning and scheduling shall include the capacity to produce 25 Aero EX per day

60

Production shall occur with the use of a Kanban system

70

Production shall occur in a 3 car garage or 1,000 sq ft facility with a minimum of a
10ft ceiling

80

Orders for each Aero EX shall be received through (fictional) Aero EX website

90

Inventory of any item shall not exceed quantity of material required to produce 250
Aero EX kits

100

Reorder point for any item shall occur when inventory is lower than quantity of
material required to produce 125 Aero EX kits

110

One Aero EX kit shall contain all items on one Aero EX Bill of Materials

120

Raw Material Lead Times shall not exceed one week from receipt of order

130

Nonrecurring costs from startup shall be amortized over first five years of business
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2.4.2 Bill of Materials and Make vs. Buy
Table 11: Aero EX Bill of Materials
Item

Part Number

Description

1

AE-01-B

Shipping Box

1

2

AE-02-M

Left Wing

1

3

AE-03-M

Right Wing

1

4

AE-04-M

Left Elevon

1

5

AE-05-M

Right Elevon

1

6

AE-06-M

Winglet

2

7

AE-07-M

Motor Mount

1

8

AE-08-B

Battery Charger

1

9

AE-09-B

Battery

1

10

AE-10-B

Transmitter

1

11

AE-11-B

Remote Receiver

1

12

AE-12-B

Receiver

1

13

AE-13-B

Electronic Speed Controller

1

14

AE-14-B

Motor

1

15

AE-15-B

Propeller

2

16

AE-16-B

Servo Mixer

1

17

AE-17-B

Servo

2

18

AE-18-B

Control Horns ( 2 per pack)

1

19

AE-19-B

Control Rods (2 per pack)

1

20

AE-20-B

4.5 oz 5 Minute Epoxy Kit

1

21

AE-21-B

Tongue Depressor

1

22

AE-22-B

Fiber Tape

1

23

AE-23-B

Tape – Color

1
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QTY

The bill of materials (BOM), shown in Table 11, was developed according to the Aero EX
vehicle design and includes all required materials for assembly of one Aero EX kit.
Make vs. Buy: the last character of the part numbers listed in Table 11 denotes the make versus
buy decision. Each part number ending in ―M‖ is a make product. Each part ending in a ―B‖ is a
buy product. The decision to make a product versus buy a product was based on the principle to
use commercial off the shelf components (COTS) when possible as defined by the Design for
Manufacturing and Assembly guidelines, listed in Table 6. All of the electronic components
were selected off the shelf. However, the unique size and shape of the Aero EX requires
fabrication of the airframe, control surfaces, winglets, and motor mount.
2.4.3 Selection of Manufacturing Elements
The manufacturing elements to be determined for the production of the Aero EX include
material, processes, equipment, and raw stock size. Determining these elements allows for
planning of the production process.
Material Selection
Materials were selected based upon common remote control combat airplane materials, cost, and
manufacturability. This information was determined through personal experience, speaking with
avid R/C pilots, and online product searches.
Aero EX wings are made of Expanded Polypropylene (EPP): a flexible, lightweight, closed cell
foam. EPP can be repeatedly impacted without denting or breaking. As a result, it is commonly
specified for use in vehicles for components such as bumpers, side impact protection, seating
structures, and many more. EPP is an ideal material for hobbyist applications like remote control
airplanes [24].
The elevons are made of Balsa Wood, a commonly used material with a low density but
relatively high strength [25]. Balsa wood is a popular material to use for the construction of
model aircraft [26]. Many websites and hobby stores sell Balsa wood specifically shaped for
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ailerons and elevators, available in incremented sizes. By selecting the proper size aileron stock,
the only operation left to fabricate for the elevons is to cut them to length.
The winglets and motor mount are made of ABS Plastic, a plastic widely used for a variety of
applications requiring shock absorption and impact resistance, i.e. automotive body parts and
helmets. Due to its common use in industry to promote its practicality, and its relatively low
cost, ABS is an excellent choice for the winglets and motor mount [27].
Process and Equipment Selection
Manufacturing processes to create the items to be manufactured were selected based on
capability and simplicity, as well as shop floor footprint and equipment cost. Simplicity, in this
case, is defined by the skill required to operate the machine and consistently produce a
conforming part. Simplicity is important since the operator will often be asked to perform
multiple functions at once throughout an eight hour work day. Simple operations helps reduce
part variability and increases part quality.
A routing process was selected to create the pockets on the top of the Aero EX wings that house
the electronic components, and the relief in the rear for the propeller. Using a manual router,
shown in Figure 19, to create the electronic component pockets and propeller relief is a quick
and simple process so long as a custom fabricated guard template is used, shown later in Figure
23.
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Figure 19: Manual Router - used for routing pockets for the electronic components [28]
CNC Hotwiring was selected to shape the Left and Right Wings. A ―hotwire‖ is a thin metal
wire spanned between two end points with a positive lead connected to one end, and the negative
lead attached to the other. When enough current is passed through the leads into the wire via a
power supply, the wire heats above the melting temperature of the foam, allowing the wire to
pass through the foam with little resistance and separates the foam in its path.
A CNC hotwire is controlled with the use of a computer and software specifically designed for
CNC Hotwires. End points are entered into the software for both sides of the workpiece.
Templates are not necessary for each operation, compared to manual operation. Alignment to
the machine base plate is required, which can easily be achieved with locating pins or simple
marker lines. The base plate can be seen in the multiple wire CNC hotwire shown in Figure 20.
The computer controlled accuracy and low machining forces of a CNC hotwire allows for
multiple hotwires to be operated at once, as shown in Figure 20, instantly increasing the
throughput of the machine. The model in Figure 20 has eight wires, a similar setup would allow
for eight sets of wings to be shaped in one run cycle.
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Figure 20: Multi-Wire CNC Hotwire - used for cutting multiple Aero EX wings at once [29]
Due to the easy setup, push-button operation, and the ability to fabricate multiple sets of wings at
a time, a CNC Hotwire equipped with multiple wires is a good choice for creating the Aero EX
wings from sheets of EPP foam.
Sawing was selected to cut the Left and Right Elevons to length with diagonal cut ends.
Repeatable angled cuts can be performed simply and quickly with a Miter Saw, shown in Figure
21. Controlling the length of the elevons with an end stop shown later in Figure 25, couples
easily with a miter saw, making it a perfect choice for fabricating the elevons.
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Figure 21: Miter Saw - used for cutting Elevons to length, with diagonal ends [30]
CNC Laser Cutting was selected for cutting the Winglets and Motor Mounts. Once a CNC Laser
cutter is programmed for the first run, each additional run is a push button process. Another
advantage to laser cutting is there are no machining forces, and therefore, no need to secure the
workpiece [31]. If the workpiece is the same size as the work area, locating the workpiece is
simple. The combination of simple workpiece location and no need to secure the workpiece
virtually eliminates setup time. CNC Lasers are available in sizes no larger than the office copy
machine, one of these models is seen in Figure 22. Due to the near elimination of setup time and
the computer controlled, push-button, repeatability, a CNC Laser Machining process is a good
choice for the fabrication of the winglets and motor mount.
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Figure 22: CNC Laser cutter - used to cut Winglets and Motor Mounts [32]
After selecting the machining processes, the specific equipment can be selected to support the
economic feasibility of the manufacturing plan. Machines were chosen based on capability and
personal preference for quality tool brand names. Standard supplier dimensions of the raw stock
materials (i.e. stock sheets ABS plastic) and part size (i.e. Left Wing) were taken into account
during the equipment selection process.
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Table 12: Aero EX Manufacturing Equipment List
Machine
Type

Manufacturer

Vendor

Vendor Part
Number

Price +
8.75% tax

Notes

Manual
Router

DeWalt

Home Depot

DW616

$176

w/ Custom
Guard
Template

$8,700

52‖ x 39‖ x
80‖
(L x H x
Max Wire)

CNC
Hotwire

FoamLinx

FoamLinx

FC5539L w/
18-wire
cross
member

Miter
Saw

DeWalt

Home Depot

DW716

$684

w/ end stops

VersaLASER
Engravers

VLS 3.50 w/
10 Watt
Laser and
Downdraft
Unit

$13,050

12‖ x 24‖
work area

CNC
Laser

VersaLASER

Raw Stock Size Selection
The raw stock was selected based on the size of the work area per machine, which in turn took
into account the standard dimensions of the raw stock materials.

Suppliers and material

dimensions have been compiled into Table 13, which also shows the online supplier price per
unit of raw stock. No quantity discounts have been included in the raw stock compilation.
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Table 13: Raw Stock Materials - Dimensions and Price
Material
EPP Foam

Supplier

Dimensions [inches]

Price

FlyingFoam.com

2.0 x 24 x 36

$18.50

McMaster-Carr

0.125 x 12 x 24

$14.07

SpecializedBalsa.com

0.31 x 1.25 x 36

$0.82

McMaster-Carr

1/4 in Diameter
10 ft Length

$4.61

ABS Plastic
Balsa Wood
Trailing Edge Stock
Fiberglass Rod

The manufacturing elements to be determined for the production of the Aero EX include
material, processes, equipment, and raw stock size. Determining these elements allows for
planning of the production process.
2.4.4 Production Overview
The following section defines the setup configurations of each work station in the Aero EX
facility, a summary of the required number of operations needed to satisfy the manufacturing
requirements, the estimated run time of each operation, and the Kanban system.
Setup Configurations
Router Station: each raw stock sheet of foam will yield two left or two right wings. Before
hotwiring, the sheets of foam have pockets removed for the electronic components with the
manual router and router guide template, shown in Figure 23. A mirror of the right router guard
template is used for the left wing. The pockets for the electronic components are removed with
the manual router using a 1/4 inch square end router bit, one sheet at a time.
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Figure 23: Guide template for removing pockets that house the electronic components
Hotwire Station: after the pockets have been removed from each sheet of foam, the right wing
sheets are stacked up to 18 sheets high, and likewise for the left wing sheets. The stack of EPP
sheets, left or right, depending on the operation, are loaded on to the CNC Hotwire one at a time
between the hotwires. Hotwiring 18 sheets of foam at once maximizes utilization of the chosen
CNC Hotwire, which was selected based on its capacity in length, width, and height.
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Figure 24: CNC Hotwire Station setup with 18 sheets of EPP for Right Wings
Miter Saw Station: since the miter saw is being used simply to cut the elevons to length at a
constant cutting angle, the miter saw is one of the simplest operations. In addition, using aileron
stock to create the left and right elevons means the parts are identical and no differentiation is
required between the left and right manufacturing operations or packaging assembly.

To

increase productivity, the aileron stock are stacked to the height of the rear guide fence on the
saw and perform one operation to cut up to eight elevons at once. The first cut of the raw stock
can be performed by cutting off just the corner before placing the stack against the end stop for
cutting the material to length. The miter saw station designed for the Aero EX manufacturing
facility is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Miter Saw Station cutting elevons to length on the diagonal
Laser Machining Station: stock sheets of ABS plastic will load straight into the VersaLASER,
seen in Figure 22, with no prior operations required. The part layouts have been arranged to
maximize utilization of each sheet of ABS and are detailed in the following two paragraphs. An
interesting note regarding the VersaLASER: two dimensional part array files are uploaded to the
software, the material and thickness is chosen, and the feed rate is automatically calculated for
minimum cycle time. This feature increases the simplicity of the process for the user.
Winglet Laser Array: the optimum configuration for the 12 by 24 inch sheet of ABS plastic
yields 6 winglets, which is enough for 3 vehicles. The wasted material space has been utilized to
produce 3 motor mounts, enough for 3 vehicles. Since the left and right Winglets are identical,
there is no reason to differentiate between the two.
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Figure 26: VersaLASER Winglet Array with wasted utilized, drawn in SolidWorks
Motor Mount Laser Array: One 12 by 24 inch stock sheet of ABS plastic yields 33 Motor
Mounts with no useful scrap material. The sides of the motor mounts adjacent to the perimeter
of the ABS sheet require no material removal.

Figure 27: VersaLASER Motor Mount array, drawn in SolidWorks
Packaging Station: arranged in such a way that all finished parts for 25 vehicles are within reach
of the packaging work table. Kanbans, defined later in this section, are setup two deep. When
one Kanban is depleted it is placed behind the rows of Kanbans to signal for a new batch to be
made at the next available point in time. The packaging station is visible in the facility layout,
shown in Figure 29.
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Manufacturing Operations Summary
After selecting the equipment and raw stock sizes, it is possible to determine how many vehicles
can be produced from each manufacturing operation, the information of which has been
compiled into Table 14. Additional processes, shown in Table 15, are required throughout the
week but are not included in the manufacturing operations summary table.
Table 14: Manufacturing Operations Summary
Operation

Parts Per
Cycle

Parts per
Vehicle

Vehicles
per Cycle

Manual Router Left Wing

2

1

2

Manual Router Right Wing

2

1

2

CNC Hotwire Left Wing

36

1

36

CNC Hotwire Right Wing

36

1

36

Miter Saw Elevon

8

2

4

CNC Laser Winglets

6

2

3

CNC Laser Motor Mount

33

1

33

Packaging

1

1

1
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Table 15: Additional Operations
Operation

Hours/Week

Shipping/Receiving

2

Purchasing

2

Maintenance

2

Customer Relations

8

Demo/Marketing

8

Total

22

Estimated Run Times
The results of the run time estimates have been compiled into Table 16. Run times are defined
by setup time plus cycle time. Quantities such as move time, queue time, and wait time are
assumed to be negligible. The cycle time was estimated based on an efficiency factor of 0.8.
Table 16: Estimated Run Times per Operation with 80% efficiency factor
Setup Time
[min]

Max Feed
Rate
[in/min]

Length of
Tool Path
[in]

Manual
Router

0.5

100

250

2.5

4

CNC
Hotwire

5

9

62

6.8

15

Miter Saw

0.1

60

.25

.01

0.2

CNC Laser –
Winglets

0.5

30

277

9.3

13

CNC Laser –
Motor Mount

0.5

30

539

18

23

Packaging

0.5

-

-

2

3

Operation
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Total Run
Cycle Time
Time/Cycle
[min]
[min]

Kanban System
For simplicity and demand flexibility, the production system uses a pull production strategy
through the use of Kanbans. For the case of the Aero EX production line, each Kanban is sized
for 25 of a particular part, for example, one Kanban will be sized to hold 25 Motor Mounts,
another Kanban will be sized to hold 25 Left Wings. This concept is visible in Figure 28, a
sample of plastic bins used as Kanbans. The assembly station consists of two Kanbans for each
part. When a Kanban is depleted, it is set on the back of the packaging station Kanbans,
signaling production at the next available point in time or restock of COTS items from inventory.
Larger Kanbans in the inventory are sized to hold 125 vehicles worth of parts. Similar to the
packaging station, when the inventory Kanbans are depleted, it is placed in the back of the
inventory rack designating a reorder.

Figure 28: Sample of plastic bins selected as Kanbans [33]
When the employee has time, manufacturing operations are performed if necessary, and the
Kanbans are resupplied with one batch of parts. At the end of every day, the Packaging Station
shall have all Kanbans replenished and replaced, ready for the next day.
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The results of the production overview were loaded into a cost analysis workbook created to
determine the total number of vehicles to be sold per week at $200 and the corresponding
number of hours of manufacturing necessary. The pull production facilitated through the use of
a Kanban system will allow for a flexible demand cycle while not requiring the employee to
work harder than he/she is needed.
Facility Layout
The designed facility is 50 feet by 20 feet, or 1,000 ft2 (the approximate dimensions of a three car
garage [34]. All manufacturing operations including machining, packaging, shipping/receiving,
etc., are conducted within the 1,000 ft2 floor space, as shown in Figure 29. All inventory storage
and office space is contained within the facility as well. The facility layout was designed to
satisfy all relevant manufacturing requirements defined in Table 10 and those created throughout
the production overview and manufacturing elements selection.
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Figure 29: Aero EX Manufacturing Facility Layout
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2.4.5 Economic Analysis
An economic analysis was performed to ultimately determine the average number of Aero EX
units to be sold per week if the business is to breakeven. The economic analysis was done
entirely inside one Excel 2007 workbook, with worksheets separating categories. This method
of analysis allows all data to be automatically updated as changes are made. The results of the
economic analysis are shown in Figure 30. The breakeven point occurs at an average of 55
vehicles sold per week; therefore, any more than 55 vehicles sold per week will result in a profit.

Figure 30: Unit Cost of one Aero EX produced according to the manufacturing plan
The unit cost is a function of the cost of commercial off the shelf components, raw materials, and
indirect period costs, as seen in Equation 7.

A worksheet was created for each of these

categories to identify all associated costs, and are shown in Table 17 through Table 19. The data
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from the tables and then used to solve Equation 7, and develop the graph shown in Figure 30.
Assumptions made follow each table.

(7)

Table 17: Raw Material Cost per Aero EX
Raw Stock Bill of Materials
Vehicles/Stock

Material
Cost

EPP Foam - Left

2

$ 18.50

$

9.25

EPP Foam - Right

2

$ 18.50

$

9.25

ABS Plastic - Winglets

3

$ 14.07

$

4.69

ABS Plastic - Motor
Mounts

33

$ 14.07

$

0.43

Trailing Edge Stock Left

2

$

0.82

$

0.41

Trailing Edge Stock Right

2

$

0.82

$

0.41

Material

Accumulated Cost
Assumptions made with Table 17:

Unit Cost

$ 24.44
Prices include 125 minimum batch quantity discount.

Shipping charges assume quantity discount to raise total price to that shown on the website.
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Table 18: Commercial off the Shelf Components - per Aero EX
COTS Bill of Materials
Item

Cost

Vendor

Part Number

w/Transmitter

Hobby King

-

Transmitter

$30

Hobby King

HK-T4A-M2

Battery

$10

Hobby King

T1300.3S.25

w/Motor

Hobby King

-

Electric Motor

$15

Hobby King

TPC>7-2-9x3.8

2 Servos

$12

Hobby King

HX5010

Battery Charger

$6

Hobby King

TR-5011

w/Motor

Hobby King

-

$3

Hobby King

TR-V-Tail

5 Minute Epoxy

$5.39

Hobby King

HK-201

2 Control Rods

$0.42

Tower
Hobbies

LXK075

2 Control Horns

$1.00

Tower
Hobbies

LXD935

Bi-Directional Fiber
Tape

$4.15

Uline

S-511

Tape - Color

$1.65

Uline

S-700

Tongue Depressor

$0.04

McMaster

54845T672

Shipping Box

$1.56

Uline

S-12606

Shipping Charges

$30.00

-

-

Free Shipping

$9.92

US Postal

3 lb - 22x22x4

Total

$130

Receiver/Remote
Receiver

Electronic Speed
Controller

Propeller
Servo Mixer

Assumptions made with Table 18: Prices include 125 batch quantity discount. Per unit shipping
charges assume the total cost of shipping items to the Aero EX manufacturing facility
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Table 19: Annual Indirect Period Cost
Annual Period Cost
Annual
Cost

Item

Notes

Employee Salary

$50,000

Marketing

$10,000

Building Lease

$24,000

$2,000 per month

Utilities

$2,400

$200 per month

Insurance

$6,000

$500 per month

Router - DeWalt DW616

$35

includes 8.75% tax

CNC Hotwire - FoamLinx
FC5539L

$1,740

includes 8.75% tax

$137

includes 8.75% tax

CNC Laser - VersaLASER VLS
3.50 w/ 10 Watt Laser and
Downdraft Unit

$2,610

includes 8.75% tax

Work Benches and Chairs

$2,000

Office Work Station

$2,000

Shipping/Receiving

-

2 hours per week

Purchasing

-

2 hours per week

Maintenance

-

2 hours per week

Customer Relations

-

8 hours per week

Park Flying/Demo

-

8 hours per week

Period Cost Total

$100,922

Miter Saw - DeWalt DW716

Direct Labor Hours
Operator Rate
Hourly Overhead Rate

1,960
$61.79

Note: Pink items in Table 19 show cost amortized over 5 years
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3 weeks vacation

Assumptions made with Table 19: List is exhaustive of all indirect period costs and hourly
overhead rate accurate enough to perform unit cost analysis. Uniform amortization over the
course of five years, with zero interest. Marketing, lease, utilities, and insurance quantities are
appropriate amounts.
Table 20: Total Cost Allocation per Aero EX
Aero EX Total Unit Cost Summary
Item

Cost

COTS Components

$ 130.13

Raw Materials

$

Direct Labor

24.44
-

Indirect Period Cost

$

Total Unit Cost

$ 199.50

Required number of Units
Sold for Breakeven
Weekly Manufacturing Hours

44.94

55
12.3

Assumptions: To be used for information only. Weekly manufacturing hours define the hours
required for breakeven.
2.4.6 Evaluation of Manufacturing Plan
After designing the manufacturing plan, it has been determined that it is feasible to sell a the
Aero EX for $200 if an average of 55 vehicles are sold per week. Production of 55 vehicles was
determined to require 12.3 hours of manufacturing and 22 hours of additional operations, a total
of 34.3 hours of work for the employee per week. Therefore, it is reasonable for one person to
operate the Aero EX manufacturing facility to achieve the breakeven point of a $200 selling
price. The facility was designed around a batch production to accommodate 125 vehicles per
week. Producing the Aero EX at this rate would require 27.9 hours of manufacturing per week,
totaling 49.2 hours of work for the employee per week.
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The manufacturing plan was designed to be realistic by including all foreseeable elements of a
manufacturing project and environment. The feasibility of the manufacturing plan is supported
by the simplicity of each manufacturing operation, the use of commonly sold machining
equipment, and a simple pull production strategy inside a three car garage with a lean facility
configuration.
2.5

Design Conclusion

The Aero EX was designed to satisfy all project goals, including a fundamental aerodynamic
analysis and a manufacturing plan including an economic analysis that supports the feasibility of
a $200 selling price.

Each manufacturing operation is simple and repeatable.

The pull

production strategy eliminates the need for marketing forecasts and overstocking.
Three design iterations of the Aero EX vehicle lead to a flying wing configuration that is similar
in appearance to other available combat vehicles.
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Chapter 4: Aero EX Prototype
The prototype was built to support the aerodynamic design, not the manufacturing plan; as a
result, the vehicle was no built according to the manufacturing plan. All elements of the vehicle
design are present in the Aero EX prototype. Fabrication of the prototype was performed at
AeroMech Engineering. All machining equipment was provided by AeroMech Engineering.
Winglets, ailerons, and motor mount were acquired from another combat air plane with a similar
configuration, and therefore did not require prototype fabrication.

Pictures located in the

appendix of this report correspond to the steps of the prototype fabrication.
Building the Prototype
1. The planform shape of the wing was drawn onto a sheet of EPP foam
2. The foam was cut on the lines with a manual hotwire to produce one left and one right wing
workpiece
3. The left workpiece was transferred to the CNC Hotwire
4. One of the workpieces was setup on the CNC Hotwire work surface. Both left and right
wings have identical setups, the left wing program is run with the y axis inverted, so the wing
is made upside down on the table, but otherwise is right side up.
5. The software is setup with the dimensions of the wing, including planform and airfoils
6. Once the program has been saved and loaded to the computer, the CNC Hotwire cuts the
wing
7. The cut out wings are removed from their foam shells and placed on the table for further
processing
8. The wing roots are sprayed with glue, and joined together
9. The trailing edge is trimmed
10. Bidirectional fiber tape is run adjacent to one trailing edge, to the opposite leading edge
11. Step 10 is mirrored and continues forward until parallel with the leading edge. Steps 10 and
11 are repeated to cover the top and bottom of the vehicle.
12. The trailing edge was attached and the electronic components were placed on top of the
vehicle for location
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13. Once the component location was determined, each item was traced onto the vehicle.
Material was removed from the traced locations with a razor knife and pliers.
14. Components were then installed, and covered in tape. The center of gravity was determined
and a final weight was gathered.
15. The controls were checked for first flight
16. First flight

Figure 31: Aero EX Prototype in Flight
Lessons from Prototype
The plane flew very well after the first few flights and the trim was set correctly. After several
crashes into the ground, the vehicle had very little signs of any damage, and nothing that
warranted repair. The motor had plenty of power to keep the vehicle aloft.
Two complaints were made: the elevons did not have enough authority, and the elevon controls
were too sensitive. Both of these complains are easy to address. More authority can be given to
the elevons by simply increasing their size in the chord direction, i.e., rather than trailing edge
stock that is 1.25 inches in the chord direction, use trailing edge stock that is 2.0 inches in the
chord direction. The sensitivity of the elevons is corrected by using a taller control horn. The
control horns called for in the Aero EX design are taller than the control horns used in the
prototype.
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In conclusion to the prototype, it would not be advisable to produce the current design, without
making the suggested adjustments to the bill of materials. However, since these adjustments are
COTS solutions, they are simple, quick fixes.
The prototype was $120 in materials and took 10 hours to build. No tools were purchased, and
all equipment was supplied by AeroMech Engineering. The vehicle weighed 1.8 pounds with all
components installed. During flight of the prototype, many hard crashes into the asphalt left the
plane no worse for the wear; the durability of the EPP foam was certainly tested and passed,
beyond expectations. The Aero EX is suited for combat.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
The goals of this project were to design a low cost powered remote control combat airplane
capable of outdoor flight, named the Aero EX and to develop a manufacturing plan to produce
each unit at a selling price of $200, while operating at a 25 vehicle batch rate inside a 1,000
square foot facility. These goals were accomplished and verified with a flying prototype and an
economic analysis including all determined manufacturing terms and conditions.
Verification of the vehicle design and manufacturing plan supports the design process developed
specifically for the Aero EX. A full scale prototype of the Aero EX vehicle was built and flown.
The aerodynamic design proves its capability of flight, and the survivability of the plane through
violent impacts is better than expected. The manufacturing plan was verified, in part, with an
economic analysis providing a breakeven point of 55 vehicles sold per week at a price of $200.
The manufacturing plan allows for up to 125 vehicles to be manufactured per week, providing
the business room to grow without a change in a facility. Each manufacturing operation was
designed to be simple and repeatable to increase quality and allow the employee to multi-task if
necessary.
While the vehicle design may be considered fundamental and not aerodynamically optimized, it
performs according to the project specification. The manufacturing plan was designed to be
realistic by including all foreseeable elements of a manufacturing project and environment. This
project can be considered a success based on the flight of the prototype and the economic
analysis detailing the profitability of a selling price of $200 as a function of vehicles sold per
week.
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Appendices
Appendix 1, Figures of Aero EX Prototype Process

Figure 32: Aero EX Prototype, step 1.

Figure 33: Prototype fabrication, step 2
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Figure 34: Prototype fabrication, step 3

Figure 35: Prototype fabrication, step 4
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Figure 36: Prototype fabrication, step 5

Figure 37: Prototype fabrication, step 6
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Figure 38: Prototype fabrication, step 7

Figure 39: Prototype fabrication, step 8
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Figure 40: Prototype fabrication, step 9

Figure 41: Prototype fabrication, step 10
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Figure 42: Prototype fabrication, step 11

Figure 43: Prototype fabrication, step 12
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Figure 44: Prototype fabrication, step 13

Figure 45: Prototype fabrication, step 14
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Figure 46: Prototype fabrication, step15

Figure 47: Prototype fabrication, step 16
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Appendix 2, Data used to create Figure 30
Table 21: Data used to create Figure 30

Profit
Transformed

-

Unit
Vehicles/week PC/hour COTS+DM
Cost

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

$
$61.79 154.57

$648.88
$566.49
$507.65
$463.51
$429.18
$401.72
$379.25
$360.53
$344.69
$331.11
$319.34
$309.04
$299.95
$291.88
$284.65
$278.14
$272.26
$266.91
$262.03
$257.55
$253.43
$249.63
$246.11
$242.84
$239.79
$236.95
$234.29
$231.80
$229.46
$227.26
$225.18
$223.22
$221.37
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Profit at
$200
Selling
Point
($1,000's)
-$116.71
-$114.35
-$111.98
-$109.62
-$107.26
-$104.90
-$102.53
-$100.17
-$97.81
-$95.45
-$93.08
-$90.72
-$88.36
-$86.00
-$83.63
-$81.27
-$78.91
-$76.54
-$74.18
-$71.82
-$69.46
-$67.09
-$64.73
-$62.37
-$60.01
-$57.64
-$55.28
-$52.92
-$50.56
-$48.19
-$45.83
-$43.47
-$41.11

Weekly Hours
of
Manufacturing

1.1
1.3
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.2
2.5
2.7
2.9
3.1
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.2
4.5
4.7
4.9
5.1
5.4
5.6
5.8
6.0
6.3
6.5
6.7
6.9
7.2
7.4
7.6
7.8
8.0
8.3

$1.42
$3.78
$6.14
$8.51
$10.87
$13.23
$15.59
$17.96
$20.32
$22.68
$25.04
$27.41
$29.77
$32.13
$34.49
$36.86
$39.22
$41.58
$43.95
$46.31
$48.67
$51.03
$53.40
$55.76

38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78

$219.61
$217.94
$216.36
$214.85
$213.41
$212.04
$210.74
$209.49
$208.30
$207.15
$206.06
$205.01
$204.00
$203.03
$202.10
$201.20
$200.34
$199.50
$198.70
$197.93
$197.18
$196.46
$195.76
$195.08
$194.43
$193.80
$193.18
$192.59
$192.01
$191.46
$190.91
$190.39
$189.87
$189.38
$188.89
$188.42
$187.97
$187.52
$187.09
$186.66
$186.25
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-$38.74
-$36.38
-$34.02
-$31.66
-$29.29
-$26.93
-$24.57
-$22.21
-$19.84
-$17.48
-$15.12
-$12.76
-$10.39
-$8.03
-$5.67
-$3.31
-$0.94
$1.42
$3.78
$6.14
$8.51
$10.87
$13.23
$15.59
$17.96
$20.32
$22.68
$25.04
$27.41
$29.77
$32.13
$34.49
$36.86
$39.22
$41.58
$43.95
$46.31
$48.67
$51.03
$53.40
$55.76

8.5
8.7
8.9
9.2
9.4
9.6
9.8
10.1
10.3
10.5
10.7
11.0
11.2
11.4
11.6
11.8
12.1
12.3
12.5
12.7
13.0
13.2
13.4
13.6
13.9
14.1
14.3
14.5
14.8
15.0
15.2
15.4
15.7
15.9
16.1
16.3
16.5
16.8
17.0
17.2
17.4

$58.12
$60.48
$62.85
$65.21
$67.57
$69.93
$72.30
$74.66
$77.02
$79.38
$81.75
$84.11
$86.47
$88.83
$91.20
$93.56
$95.92
$98.28
$100.65
$103.01
$105.37
$107.73
$110.10
$112.46
$114.82
$117.18
$119.55
$121.91
$124.27
$126.63
$129.00
$131.36
$133.72
$136.08
$138.45
$140.81
$143.17
$145.53
$147.90
$150.26
$152.62
$154.98

79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

$185.85
$185.46
$185.08
$184.71
$184.34
$183.99
$183.64
$183.31
$182.98
$182.65
$182.34
$182.03
$181.73
$181.43
$181.14
$180.86
$180.58
$180.31
$180.05
$179.79
$179.53
$179.28
$179.04
$178.80
$178.56
$178.33
$178.11
$177.88
$177.67
$177.45
$177.24
$177.04
$176.83
$176.63
$176.44
$176.25
$176.06
$175.87
$175.69
$175.51
$175.34
$175.16
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$58.12
$60.48
$62.85
$65.21
$67.57
$69.93
$72.30
$74.66
$77.02
$79.38
$81.75
$84.11
$86.47
$88.83
$91.20
$93.56
$95.92
$98.28
$100.65
$103.01
$105.37
$107.73
$110.10
$112.46
$114.82
$117.18
$119.55
$121.91
$124.27
$126.63
$129.00
$131.36
$133.72
$136.08
$138.45
$140.81
$143.17
$145.53
$147.90
$150.26
$152.62
$154.98

17.7
17.9
18.1
18.3
18.6
18.8
19.0
19.2
19.5
19.7
19.9
20.1
20.3
20.6
20.8
21.0
21.2
21.5
21.7
21.9
22.1
22.4
22.6
22.8
23.0
23.3
23.5
23.7
23.9
24.1
24.4
24.6
24.8
25.0
25.3
25.5
25.7
25.9
26.2
26.4
26.6
26.8

$157.35
$159.71
$162.07
$164.44
$166.80

121
122
123
124
125

$174.99
$174.83
$174.66
$174.50
$174.34
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$157.35
$159.71
$162.07
$164.44
$166.80

27.1
27.3
27.5
27.7
27.9

